VEO Now is a cloud-based, GPS/AVL platform that provides School Transportation staff with the answers it needs now, not 5 clicks later, in a few minutes, or when a report finishes. VEO Now was designed specifically for School Transportation, working closely with our customers. The result is a fast, accurate, easy to use GPS software platform our customers depend on. VEO Now uses world-renowned CalAmp technology to send and receive updates every 15 seconds. Integration with VEO Transportation and MapNet scheduling software allows you to compare planned trip times vs. actual times, and address any variances — all in one easy-to-use web-based interface.

POWERFUL AND EASY TO USE

• “Auto-Filtering” allows real-time bus information to be accessed immediately without a bunch of clicks, delays retrieving data, or needing to run a report.

• “Which Bus” allows you to quickly locate all vehicles operating in any area you define, and the day, time, location, and speeds for each.

• Easily schedule a sub bus to cover a route on a short-term or long-term basis. When the substitution is entered, the information is immediately pushed throughout the entire VEO Now platform.

• Comprehensive School Bus Reporting specifically designed for the School Transportation market, including reports on school arrivals, idling, time and mileage.

INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Comprehensive real-time and historical data allow staff to immediately address questions from parents and guardians. In parallel, make more informed safety, efficiency and service improvements.

VEO Now enables the real-time tracking of:

• Vehicle location, speed, heading and route adherence

• Bus stop and school arrivals and departures, down to the second

• Passenger door, amber, and red / stop arm monitoring

• View 30 day moving average times for your routes, to make informed decisions, instead of reacting to anomalies
VEO NOW
GPS/AVL for Student Transportation

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

Cross Platform Integration

School View

WhereTheBus™ Parent App

VEO Transportation / MapNet

Student Tracking

Rugged Tablet

Authentication

GPS SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE ADD-ONS

• Rugged Tablets
  Allow drivers to enter time and attendance information, and access daily routes and stops electronically, eliminating the need for paper route sheets.

• School View
  Provides individual schools with real-time location and arrival information for all buses serving their school.

• WhereTheBus™ Parent App
  Allows households to know precisely when their school bus will arrive at their bus stop.

• Student Tracking
  Use student ID numbers, bar codes, or RFID cards to monitor when and where each student gets on and off the bus.